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Analog Space–Time Coding for Multiantenna
Ultra-Wideband Transmissions
Liuqing Yang, Student Member, IEEE, and Georgios B. Giannakis, Fellow, IEEE

Abstract—Ultra-wideband (UWB) transmissions have well-documented advantages for low-power, peer-to-peer, and multiple-access communications. Space–time coding (STC), on the other hand,
has gained popularity as an effective means of boosting rates and
performance. Existing UWB transmitters rely on a single antenna,
while ST coders have mostly focused on digital linearly modulated
transmissions. In this paper, we develop ST codes for analog (and
possibly nonlinearly) modulated multiantenna UWB systems. We
show that the resulting analog system is able to collect not only the
spatial diversity, but also the multipath diversity inherited by the
dense multipath channel, with either coherent or noncoherent reception. Simulations confirm a considerable increase in both biterror rate performance and immunity against timing jitter, when
wedding STC with UWB transmissions.
Index Terms—Diversity, multipath, noncoherent detection,
pulse-position modulation (PPM), Rake, space–time coding
(STC), timing jitter, ultra-wideband (UWB).

I. INTRODUCTION

U

LTRA-WIDEBAND (UWB) communications have
attractive features for baseband multiple access, tactical wireless communications, and multimedia services [7],
[14]. A UWB transmission consists of a train of very short
pulses, where the information is encoded in the amplitude
via pulse-amplitude modulation (PAM), or in the shift via
pulse-position modulation (PPM); see, e.g., [8], [14], [19],
[23]. Random time-hopping (TH) codes allow multiple users to
access a UWB channel [14], [20]. The ultrashort pulse shaper,
together with the data modulation, result in a transmitted signal
with low-power spectral density spread across the ultrawide
bandwidth.
Conveying information with ultrashort pulses, UWB transmissions can resolve many paths, and are thus rich in multipath
diversity. This has motivated research toward designing Rake
receivers to collect the available diversity, and thus enhance
the performance of UWB communication systems [4], [21].
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Since the received waveform contains many delayed and
scaled replicas of the transmitted pulses, a large number of
fingers is needed. Moreover, each of the resolvable waveforms
undergoes a different channel, which yields a different gain
on each multipath return [18]. As a result, the design and
implementation of Rake reception entail estimation of a large
number of channel parameters, and are thus complicated. On
the other hand, multiantenna-based space–time (ST) coding
is an effective technique to enable spatial diversity, and thus
increase channel performance and/or capacity [1], [16], [17].
Existing UWB transmitters rely on a single antenna, while ST
coders have so far focused primarily on digital transmissions.
Furthermore, UWB transmissions have been shown to be very
sensitive to timing jitter in nonfading channels [10]. We have
verified by simulations that even in multipath fading channels,
UWB transmissions with Rake reception are particularly sensitive to mistiming. We will see, though, that employing multiple
transmit and/or receive antennas is beneficial in enhancing the
immunity against timing jitter.
In this paper, we develop an analog STC scheme for
the analog multiantenna UWB systems, which is inspired
by Alamouti’s digital ST code that has been considered in
narrowband wireless system standards [1]. For simplicity, a
peer-to-peer scenario is addressed, so the random TH codes are
omitted. Detailed analysis is carried out for the two-transmit
one-receive antennas setup with PAM. The STC designs are
then extended to the nonlinear PPM, and generalized in various
directions. Different from [1], our analog STC schemes are
tailored for dense multipath channels. With channel estimates
available, either PAM or PPM multiantenna transmissions
can be combined coherently with the Rake receiver and maximum-ratio combining (MRC) to collect both spatial diversity
and multipath diversity. Noncoherent reception is also possible
to collect joint diversity gains, while bypassing channel estimation. The resulting multiantenna system can be implemented
with conventional analog UWB Rake receivers. Simulations
testing various scenarios confirm a considerable increase in
both bit-error rate (BER) performance and immunity to timing
jitter, when wedding STC with UWB.
Reminiscent of existing ST codes for digital linear modulations [1], [16], our UWB-specific schemes are novel in three
directions.
1) Digital symbol-by-symbol versus analog within each
symbol waveform. Existing STC schemes operate on
digital symbols, whereas our UWB-tailored STC approaches encode pulses within symbol waveforms; it
is this UWB-specific aspect of our codes that enables
enhanced space-multipath diversity gains.
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Fig. 1.
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Multiantenna UWB communication system model. Only one transmit antenna and one receive antenna are shown here.

2) Flat or intersymbol interference (ISI)-inducing channels versus frequency-selective channels. Existing STC
schemes are designed either for flat or for ISI-inducing
multiple-input/multiple-output (MIMO) fading channels,
whereas our ST codes are tailored for non-ISI inducing
UWB MIMO channels that are rich in multipath diversity.
3) Linear and nonorthogonal nonlinear modulations versus
linear and orthogonal nonlinear modulations with coherent or noncoherent reception. Existing STC schemes
entail linear modulators and coherent demodulators,
except for [6], that deal with the noncoherent case.
However, the latter do not consider orthogonal nonlinear
modulations, which are of interest to UWB and lead to
STC schemes that guarantee full diversity and symbol
detectability, even with noncoherent reception.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II,
we introduce the channel model, the receiver structure, and the
detection method through the analysis of a single-antenna UWB
transmission. The performance criteria for our STC design are
also presented in this section. Two analog STC schemes tailored
for the two-transmit one-receive antennas setup are derived in
Section III. In Section IV, we provide generalizations of our
STC schemes in various aspects. Simulations are performed in
Section V to verify our analyses and compare BER performance
of our ST coded system with the conventional UWB system
that deploys a single transmit antenna. Conclusions are drawn
in Section VI.
II. SYSTEM MODEL
In this section, we will introduce the UWB communication
setup under consideration. The system model, including the
modulation, channel model, receiver structure, and detection
method, will be outlined through the analysis of a single-antenna transmission. We will also provide the performance
criteria, namely, coding gain and diversity order. The performance of single-antenna transmissions not only serves as
the motivation for our study of STC for UWB multiantenna
communications, but also provides us with a benchmark for
subsequent performance comparisons.
Consider the peer-to-peer UWB communication system
shown in Fig. 1, where binary information symbols are condenoting the
veyed by a stream of ultrashort pulses. With
is
number of transmit antennas, every binary symbol
power loaded, pulse shaped, and transmitted repeatedly over
consecutive frames, each of duration . The transmit-pulse
has typical duration
between 0.2–2 ns,
waveform
which results in a transmission occupying an ultrawide bandwidth.

The physical multipath channel
terms of multipath delays and gains as

can be expressed in

(1)

where
. As shown in
comprises the convolution of
Fig. 1, the overall channel
the pulse shaper
with the physical multipath channel
,
and is given by
(2)

where stands for convolution. With
denoting
the maximum delay spread of the dense multipath channel, we
. We model the
avoid ISI by simply choosing
multipath fading channel as quasi-static, which is typical for
an indoor environment. More precisely, we assume that
remains invariant over a symbol duration
seconds, but it
is allowed to change from symbol to symbol.
as the corThe Rake receiver has fingers, and employs
relator template. MRC is performed at the receiver to yield the
decision statistic. Based on the latter, an estimate of the transmitted symbol is then formed by the detector.
When a single transmit antenna is deployed, the binary
is transmitted with energy , using the symbol
symbol
waveform
(3)
where the pulse shaper
has unit energy, i.e.,
. With a single receive antenna, and
supposing that timing offsets have been compensated accurately, the received noisy waveform corresponding to
is given by
, or, after using (3),
, where
is
the additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) with zero mean,
and variance .
The received waveform contains a large number of resolvable multipath components, due to the ultrashort duration of
. In order to harvest the multipath diversity, a Rake receiver is employed at the receiver. Using the pulse shaper
as reference, a Rake receiver with fingers yields the correwith delayed versions
lation of the received waveform
, where
of the reference waveform, namely,
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. Notice that
in (2) denote the arrival times of the physical multipath components, which are merely determined by the physical environment. Therefore, no restrictions apply to the number
. On the other hand, the matched filter
and/or intervals of
employing the template
can not resolve multipath compo.
nents whose delays differ by less than one pulse duration
will
Moreover, outputs of filters matched to
are uncorrelated, and
be uncorrelated if
. The latter can be guarare up to our choice. There are difanteed, since
ferent ways to select the fingers [2]. Since optimizing the
Rake is beyond the scope of this paper, we will simply choose
, where
. During each frame
duration , the output of the th finger of the Rake receiver is
given by
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With the channel remaining invariant over a symbol dura, the MRC of
frames amounts to summing up
tion
in (6). The resulting decision statistic corresponding to the symbol is given by
(7)
The white Gaussian noise in (7) has zero mean, and variance
. When the maximum-likelihood (ML) detector is used,
we have the BER

where
ditioned on

denotes the transmit SNR, and
is the Gaussian tail function. Con, the Chernoff bound yields ([12, Ch. 2])

(4)
Using the definition of
where

in (6), we have

, and
; i.e.,

(5)

(8)

with
denoting the autocorre. It is evident that
has zero mean
lation function of
and variance , since
has unit energy. Also recall that the
;
finger delays satisfy
is also white.
hence,
To maximize the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), MRC is used
to collect the multipath diversity in two levels: the MRC of
fingers of the Rake receiver per frame; and the MRC of the
frames corresponding to the same symbol.
To apply MRC, the receiver requires knowledge of
. Recalling (5), we deduce that knowledge of
requires knowledge of both the multipath delays
and gains
. In other words, the
needs to be acquired through, e.g., the
physical channel
use of pilot waveforms [24]. Assuming that the receiver has
, the MRC output per received
perfect knowledge of
frame is [cf. (4)]

In indoor environments with multiple reflections and refractions, the gain of each path can be modeled as a Rayleigh
distributed random variable, while the phase is a uniformly
distributed random variable [9], [13]. Since UWB systems
employ real signals, we are only interested in the real part
of each path gain, which has Gaussian distribution with zero
’s
mean. As combinations of Gaussian random variables,
are also Gaussian distributed. If the finger delays are chosen
, then we
such that
. In other words,
have
and
are uncorrelated
. Letting
, and averaging the conditional BER over
independent Gaussian distributions of
, we establish the
following result.
Proposition 1: The average BER of a single-antenna UWB
system employing a -finger Rake receiver is upper bounded at
high SNR
, by
(9)

(6)
where
, and
. Notice that represents the energy captured by the Rake receiver
with fingers. For fixed
is determined by the channel
, since
was designed to have unit energy. Also notice
is still a white Gaussian noise with zero mean, but its
that
.
variance is now given by

with diversity gain given by
, and coding gain given by
.
Proof: See Appendix I.
Equation (9) confirms that as the number of fingers increases, the diversity order also increases. Interestingly, it can be
verified that the BER upper bound in (9) becomes
if
’s are independent complex Gaussian random variables
with variance
per dimension (see, e.g., [17]). This difference comes from the fact that UWB transmissions are real.
To achieve higher diversity gains, the number of Rake fingers
can be increased by choosing either additional (denser) finger
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delays, or larger finger delays. With additional
’s, the mu’s is violated. With larger
,
tual independence among
the generally decreasing power profile of the multipath channel
. In fact, the diversity order
will decrease the coding gain
comes from the energy capture of the Rake receiver. The energy
capture, however, does not increase linearly with the number of
fingers [21]. As a result, large does not necessarily benefit
performance, but certainly increases the implementation complexity at the receiver. Therefore, a larger number of fingers
is less desirable, while performance requirements are yearning
for higher diversity order. To this end, the analog STC schemes
that we pursue next are well motivated.

Denoting the received waveform during evenly and oddly inand
, respectively,
dexed frames of each symbol as
we have
,
, and
where

Feeding them to the Rake receiver with
the th finger is given by

fingers, the output of

III. ANALOG STC
Let us now consider a UWB system with
transmit
receive antenna.1 We denote the impulse
antennas, and
response of the multipath fading channel from the th transmit
antenna to the receive antenna with
. The chanand
are assumed to be mutually independent,
nels
. Correspondand quasi-static over one symbol duration
ingly, the composite channel from the th transmit antenna to
the receive antenna is given by
. Dewith
, we have
noting the maximum delay spread of
. As
the overall maximum delay spread
with single-antenna transmissions, we avoid ISI by choosing the
. Without loss of generality, we
frame duration
to be even throughout our analysis. Similar to [1],
will take
we will later see that our STC designs rely on the same transmission power, and yield the same rate, as in single-antenna transmissions.
A. STC Scheme I
During each symbol duration
zeroth transmit antenna

, we transmit from the

(10)
and from the first transmit antenna

for even frames
for odd frames
where
MRC output is

for

. The

for evenly and oddly indexed frames, respectively. Notice
and
that
are white Gaussian noise variables
with zero mean and variances
and
, respectively,
. Summing up
and
over the
frames corresponding to the symbol , we have
, where
, and the zero-mean noise has variance
.
given by
For given channels
and
, the BER associated with
the ML detector is given by

(11)
(12)
where the factor
ensures transmit energy identical to singleantenna transmissions. Notice that one symbol is transmitted
frames, as with single-antenna transmissions. The reover
ceived noisy waveform corresponding to symbol is given by

1For design, properties, and challenges associated with UWB antennas, even
with (N ; N ) = (1; 1) configurations, the reader is referred to [5], [11], and
[15]. Apart from the cost of deploying one or two extra UWB antennas, in
the (2; 1); (1; 2), or (2; 2) configurations considered here, no extra challenges
emerge relative to those already present in single antenna.

which is upper bounded by the Chernoff bound

Averaging over
, the following result is obtained.
Proposition 2: With STC Scheme I, channel coherence time
, and -finger Rake reception, the average BER of a UWB
antennas is upper bounded
system deploying
at high SNR by
(13)
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which implies a diversity order and a coding gain
.
Compared with (9), this ST-coded transmission scheme doubles the diversity order, at the expense of a 3-dB loss in coding
gain and the cost of deploying one extra transmit antenna.

Feeding them to the Rake receiver with
the th finger is given by
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fingers, the output of

B. STC Scheme II
Instead of transmitting the same symbol simultaneously from
the two transmit antennas, we can transmit two consecutive
symbols
and
alternately from each of the two transmit
,
antennas. More specifically, over two symbol durations
we transmit

for evenly and oddly indexed frames. The resulting MRC outputs are, respectively

(14)
from the zeroth transmit antenna, and

(15)

Notice that
and
are
both white Gaussian with zero mean, and variance
.
frames, we have
Summing up and over the first

from the first transmit antenna.
During the first symbol duration, the received noisy waveform is given by

As we allow channels to change from symbol to symbol, let
denote the impulse response of the frequency-selective
channels from the th transmit antenna to the receive antenna
, and let
deduring the second symbol duration of
note its corresponding composite channel. Then, the received
noisy waveform over the second symbol duration is given by

Let us first look at
. Denoting the received waveform
and
, respectively,
during even and odd frames with
we have
,
where

where the two noise terms have identical variance
. Notice that the MRC also separates the outputs corresponding to the two symbols, and thereby decouples the detecand .
tion of
After carrying out the same steps for the second received
, we have outputs of the MRC-Rake receiver
waveform
given by

where the variance of the two noise terms is
.
and with
and , respectively, we find the
Combining
BER associated with the ML detector as

which gives rise to the following result.
Proposition 3: With STC Scheme II, channel coherence time
, and -finger Rake reception, the average BER of a UWB
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at high SNR by
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antennas is upper bounded

which implies a diversity order
and a coding gain
.
This ST-coded transmission scheme provides twice the diversity order of (13), without increasing either the number of Rake
receiver fingers, or the channel estimation burden. The price
paid relative to Scheme I is longer decoding delay. The transframes,
mission rates are common, namely, one symbol per
as in the single-antenna case. A couple of remarks are now in
order.
Remark 1: Different from Alamouti’s scheme that encodes
across digital symbols, our ST-coding scheme encodes analog
waveforms within each symbol. To see the difference through
an example, let us first define the symbol-level pulse shaper
. Encoding two consecutive digital
symbols and with Alamouti’s scheme forms the following
ST matrix:

We obtain at the pulse-shaper output

(16)
from the two transmit antennas, over two symbol durations.
Comparing (16) with (10) and (11), and (14) and (15), we deduce that our UWB-specific ST-coding Schemes I and II are
different from the analog form of Alamouti’s ST code. Interestingly, our STC Scheme II is the analog counterpart of Alamouti’s ST code over pairs of frames [1].
Remark 2: Propositions 2 and 3 show that if the channel co, then Scheme I has higher coding gain
herence time is
and lower diversity order than Scheme II. However, mimicking
the proofs of Propositions 2 and 3, it can be shown that when
, Schemes I and
the channel coherence time is at least
II have identical diversity order and coding gain, which, in fact,
coincide with those of the analog version of Alamouti’s code in
(16).
For the two PAM-based analog STC schemes, the MRC-Rake
receiver employed requires estimation of the physical channels
. Channel estimation using pilot waveforms
reduces bandwidth efficiency, and increases the receiver complexity [24]. We will discuss later the possibility of noncoherent
reception, which requires no channel state information.
IV. GENERALIZATIONS
So far, we have developed two analog STC schemes for multitransmit and
receive
antenna systems deploying
antennas. By exploiting the space dimension, both schemes increase the diversity order without increasing the number of Rake

fingers. This is due to the fact that not only the multipath diversity is collected with Rake reception, but also the spatial diversity is enabled with STC, and collected with MRC. Later on,
we will verify the preceding analyses through numerical simulations. In this section, we are going to point out alternatives
and generalizations of our STC schemes, and discuss issues pertaining to modulation, implementation, and multiple receive antennas.
A. Analog STC for PPM
is represented by the pulse
With binary PPM, symbol
, while symbol
is represented by the delayed pulse
, where
is a delay up to the designer’s choice.
Accordingly, the frame duration has to be chosen to satisfy
to avoid ISI. The delay
(a.k.a. the
modulation index) can be chosen to minimize the correlation
, and is given by
ns [14];
can also be designed to yield
, so that
is orthogonal to
. Evidently, all
will
result in orthogonal PPM. Among those orthogonal PPM deyields a transmission equivalent
signs, choosing
to a block-coded on–off keying (OOK) transmission, where
symbol “ ” is represented by transmitting pulses during
evenly indexed frames, and the opposite for symbol “ ”
[3]. OOK ensures the orthogonality of the modulation, even
after propagation through frequency-selective channels with
maximum delay spread up to . However, with the same pulse
amplitude and symbol SNR, OOK results in approximately
half the transmission rate of PAM or PPM with small .
For PPM with arbitrary , STC Scheme I can be applied
without modification. At the Rake receiver, instead of
, the correlators should use
as
their template. However, the STC Scheme II can only be applied
to OOK signaling. This is because the multipath propagation
destroys the orthogonality between the transmitted waveforms
and
with any
, and thereby prevents
from .
decoupling
B. Noncoherent Reception
In fact, when orthogonal PPM (with
) is employed, noncoherent reception becomes possible. This is important because diversity collection and symbol detection can be
performed without channel state information.
Applying STC Scheme I, the transmitted waveforms from the
two transmit antennas are given by

respectively, where
. Consequently, the received
noisy waveform corresponding to symbol is given by
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As in preceding sections, we can re-express the received waveand
, which are now given by
form in terms of

where
tion of the first
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. Collecting
’s over the duraseconds, we have in the absence of noise

(17)
respectively. Since
is upper bounded by
, and

, the maximum finger delay
. It then follows that

. Consequently, in the absence of
noise, the aggregate correlator output is given by

which is associated with the template
with
and
correspond to the
even and odd indexed frames, respectively. Without knowledge
of the channel, the energy detector turns out to be optimal [22].
Defining the decision statistic as
(18)
where
denotes transposition, the estimated symbol is given
by
.
In the absence of noise, (18) becomes
, which implies
that full space diversity of order two is achieved even with
noncoherent reception. In other words, symbol detectability
is guaranteed in the noise-free case, irrespective of channel
realization.
When STC Scheme II is used, we have [cf. (17)]

Similarly, during the second symbol duration of
seconds,
, which bears the same form as
,
we have
in place of
due to possible variation of
but with
the channel. Consequently, pairs of symbols can be detected as
, where the decision statistic
is given by

As with the previous case of STC Scheme I, it can be readily
verified that symbol detectability is guaranteed in the absence
of noise.
Remark 3: Among existing digital STC schemes, the unitary
designs in [6] also allow for noncoherent reception. Our analog
STC scheme, however, is different from [6] in the following aspects: 1) encoding in [6] takes place across symbols, whereas
ours encode analog waveforms within symbols; and 2) noncoherent decoding in [6] does not guarantee symbol detectability
even in the absence of noise, while our decoder exploits the orthogonal nonlinear PPM modulation to guarantee symbol detectability regardless of the channel realization, and thus enables
full space diversity.
C. Antenna Switching
As we detailed in Section III-A, our analog STC Scheme I
amounts to transmitting the same symbol simultaneously from
both transmit antennas. Alternatively, this can be implemented
with antenna switching. During each symbol duration, we
transmit

for the first symbol duration consists of
frames, in the absence of noise. At the th finger of the Rake receiver, we have
combinations of the correlator outputs as follows:
from the two antennas, respectively. In other words, when one
antenna transmits with full energy, the other one is shut off. Antenna switching is implemented digitally using a digital switch
operating at the frame rate. Analog waveforms are forwarded
to the two transmit antennas through two radio frequency (RF)
arms, each being idle when the other is operating. The resulting
conditional BER after the MRC-Rake reception and ML detection turns out to be the same as the one we found for Scheme I
in (12). Therefore, this scheme provides the same coding gain
and diversity order as Scheme I.
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D. Interleaver Depth
STC Scheme II can be implemented by simply deploying an
block interleaver at the transmitter, with
.
repeated versions of and are fed to the interleaver
The
columnwise and are read out rowwise. Actually, choosing the into be any even factor of
, our STC Scheme
terleaver depth
with
II can be readily modified to achieve diversity order of
two transmit antennas, and MRC-Rake receiver with fingers.
Recall that the encoding and decoding of STC Scheme II are
both performed in frame pairs. For any interleaver depth , a
frames can be segmented into
symbol duration of
groups each consisting of
frames. Grouping the
symbols
pairs, each pair can then be ST coded and transmitted
into
over two consecutive frame durations. One round of the STC
symbols will take one group of
and transmission of the
frames. Then the process is repeated for
times. Following
the analysis in Section III-B, it can be readily verified that the
average BER for any symbol is now upper bounded by

at high SNR. Achieving diversity order
times that provided
by STC Scheme I [cf. (13)] with the identical
and same
channel estimation complexity, comes at the price of decoding
symbols, and loss in coding gain by a factor .
delay by
E. STC with
With

transmit antennas, equipping the receiver with
antennas enables also receive diversity. Assuming that
receive antennas are spaced sufficiently apart so that the channels are mutually uncorrelated, receive diversity can be readily
exploited with MRC. It can then be shown that the upper bound
of the averaged BER is given by

for STC Scheme I, and

for STC Scheme II, with an
block interleaver.
So far, we have focused on the case
. In addition
to allowing for analog ST transmitters, a unique feature of our
STC schemes is that they do not suffer rate loss when
transmit antennas are deployed, simply because the PAM/PPM
UWB transmissions are real by design [16].
V. SIMULATIONS
In this section, we present simulations and comparisons to
validate our analyses and designs. In all cases, the random channels are generated according to [9] and [13], where rays arrive
in several clusters within an observation window. The cluster
arrival times are modeled as Poisson variables with cluster arrival rate . Rays within each cluster also arrive according to a
Poisson process with ray arrival rate . The amplitude of each

Fig. 2. BER performance comparison of single versus multiantenna UWB
transmissions. L denotes the number of fingers of the Rake receiver.

arriving ray is a Rayleigh distributed random variable having exponentially decaying mean square value with parameters and
. Parameters of this channel model are chosen as
ns,
ns,
ns, and
ns. We select the pulse
to be the second derivative of the Gaussian function
shaper
. It can be verified that
has
unit energy. The parameter is chosen to be 0.1225 ns to obtain a pulse width of 0.7 ns. The frame duration is chosen to be
ns [20], while the maximum delay spread is
ns.
1) Test Case 1: We first compare the BER performance of
the single-antenna transmission, and our STC Schemes I and
and
. With the number of fingers of the
II with
, and
, the BER versus
Rake receiver being
SNR curves are plotted in Fig. 2. For all values, our STC
schemes I and II provide, respectively, twice and four times the
diversity order of the single-antenna transmission. Compared
with a single-antenna transmission, our STC Scheme II with two
transmit and one receive antennas is able to achieve the same
as many Rake fingers. Also notice that
diversity order with
, the coding gain difference between STC Scheme II
if
, and the single-antenna transmission with
with
should be 6 dB. However, from the figure, we observe that the
is 2 dB
coding gain loss is only 4 dB, which implies that
is 3 dB less than , and thus, 5 dB
less than . Similarly,
decreases, thus
less than . In other words, as increases,
retaining part of the coding gain, as we predicted in Section II.
2) Test Case 2: With PAM modulation, we fix the number of
. The number of transmit
fingers for the Rake receiver to
, and the number of receive antennas is
antennas is
. Our STC Scheme II is tested with various interleaver depths
. As we observe from Fig. 3, the diversity order increases with
increasing , as predicted in Section II, with increasing loss in
coding gain, and longer decoding delay.
, excess diversity order can
3) Test Case 3: When
be obtained without losing coding gain. As depicted in Fig. 4,
for both STC Schemes I and II, the deployment of an additional
receive antenna doubles the diversity gain. Notice that Scheme
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Fig. 3. Effects of the interleaver depth N (N = 2; N = 1; L = 1).

Fig. 4. Comparison of N = 1 and N = 2 cases for STC Schemes I and II
(N = 2; L = 1).

I with
provides the same diversity order, but 3 dB more
coding gain than Scheme II with
.
4) Test Case 4: In this case, we simulated the effects of
timing jitter on BER performance for both single-antenna
and multiantenna transmissions. Our STC Scheme II is used
and
. The timing jitter is modeled as an
with
exponentially distributed random variable with mean 0.5 ns.
Such a timing jitter could be catastrophic in AWGN channels,
or flat-fading channels, because of the ultrashort pulse duration
in UWB communications. In a dense multipath environment,
however, some energy can still be captured, though considerable performance degradation occurs, as will be shown in
our simulations. Fig. 5 depicts the BER versus SNR curves
1, 4, and 16. It is evident from the
without timing jitter for
figure that the diversity gain increases both with and . In
the presence of timing jitter, great performance degradation is
observed for both single- and multiple-antenna transmissions,
as shown in Fig. 6. Nevertheless, multiple-antenna transmission
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Fig. 5. BER performance in the absence of timing jitter. STC Scheme II is
used when N = 2.

Fig. 6. BER performance in the presence of timing jitter. STC Scheme II is
used when N = 2. The solid and dashed curves correspond to L = 1; L = 4,
and L = 16 from top to bottom.

outperforms single-antenna transmission for all values. Furthermore, notice that larger does not make much difference
in the diversity order, while the benefit of multiple transmit
antennas is still evident.
5) Test Case 5: With PPM modulation, the performance of
single-antenna transmissions and our STC Scheme I with
, and
, is compared. As mentioned earlier, various modulation delays can be employed in PPM. In this simulation
ns, which
example, we used two different values:
; and
maximizes the correlation
ns, which yields an orthogonal PPM. For both cases, the
performance enhancement provided by higher diversity order
, and Fig. 8 for
.
can be observed from Fig. 7 for
6) Test Case 6: Taking the modulation index
, we also applied our STC Scheme II to OOK, a special case
and
. Fig. 9 depicts the BER
of PPM, with
performance when coherent reception is applied. Fig. 10 depicts
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=1

Fig. 7. STC Scheme I for PPM with L
. For each set of fN ; N g, the
upper curve is obtained with modulation delay
ns, while the lower is
ns.
:
obtained with

1 = 0 156

=4

1=1

Fig. 10.

Fig. 8. STC Scheme I for PPM with L
. For each set of fN ; N g, the
upper curve is obtained with modulation delay
ns, while the lower is
obtained with
:
ns.

1 = 0 156

Fig. 9. STC for OOK modulation with coherent reception. Scheme II is used
in both cases.

1=1

the BER performance when noncoherent reception is employed.
The combination of multipath and spatial diversity shows up
clearly, although performance loss is observed in comparison
with the coherent case, in return for the advantage of foregoing
with channel estimation.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we developed analog STC schemes for multiantenna UWB transmissions. Conventional single-antenna
UWB systems exploit multipath diversity provided by dense
multipath indoor propagation channels with Rake receivers.
We have shown that our STC schemes increase the diversity
order without being necessary to increase the number of Rake
fingers. Our designs can be applied to PPM with various
modulation delays , and enable flexible implementations
with different diversity gains. Particularly, when OOK is used,

STC for OOK modulation with noncoherent reception.

noncoherent reception can be deployed for collecting joint
multipath and spatial diversity gains. Our STC schemes are
tailored for UWB communications, and can be implemented
in analog form with both PAM and PPM signaling. We have
also revealed by simulations that our ST-coded transmissions
exhibit robustness against timing jitter, which motivates us to
exploit in the future multiple transmit and/or receive antennas
for timing synchronization of UWB communication systems.
From a UWB antenna design standpoint, coupling effects are
also worth investigating.
APPENDIX I
as the expected energy
Let us first define
per Rake finger. Then, averaging the conditional BER (8) over
yields the average
independent Gaussian distributions of
BER bounded as follows:
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At high SNR

where
(19) becomes

, the upper bound is given by

. Casting the SNR

in decibels,

which implies that the log-log plot of average BER versus SNR
becomes a straight line at high SNR. The slope of the line is
, and quantifies the diversity order; whereas
determined by
a shift is introduced by , which is known as coding gain.
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